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Abstract—Order execution for algorithmic trading has been
studied in the literature to determine the optimal strategy by
minimizing a trade-off between expected execution cost and risk.
Usually, the variance of the execution cost is taken as a proxy
of risk due to mathematical tractability. However, the variance
has been recognized not to be practical since it is a symmetric
measure of risk and, hence, penalizes the low-cost events. In
this paper, we propose the use of the conditional value-at-risk
(CVaR) of the execution cost as risk measure, which allows to
take into consideration only the unfavorable part of the return
distribution, or, equivalently, unwanted high cost. In addition, due
to the parameter estimation errors in the price model, the naive
strategies given by the nominal problem may perform badly in
the real market, and hence it is extremely important to take such
parameters estimation errors into consideration. To deal with this,
we extend both the traditional mean-variance approach and our
proposed CVaR approach to their robust design counterparts.

Index Terms—Conditional value-at-risk, convex optimization,
order execution, robust optimization.

I. INTRODUCTION

I N the practice of quantitative investment, portfolio alloca-
tion decisions and trading strategies are realized through the

execution of buy and sell orders in organized exchanges. Due
to practical limitations concerning market liquidity, i.e., avail-
ability of required volume levels matching the size of an out-
standing order for a specific asset, executing transactions in the
market has an effect on the prices of assets. This effect is re-
ferred to as market impact, and is reflected on the cost incurred
when implementing trades. The minimization of trade execu-
tion cost through optimal order execution algorithms is crucial
for preserving in practice the profit structure of theoretically
sound investment processes [1]. In practice, transaction execu-
tion cost is minimized by placing orders of smaller size over a
certain time window. The automated execution of trading deci-
sions in computerized, electronic financial markets is commonly
referred to as algorithmic trading.
Interestingly, the order execution problem is close to many

other scheduling and optimization problems in signal pro-
cessing. From a dynamic control point of view, the order
execution problem of finding an optimal order execution
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strategy to minimize the mean-variance trade-off of the execu-
tion cost [2] is quite similar to the problem of finding an optimal
sensor scheduling strategy to minimize the state estimation
error in the dynamic wireless sensor networks [3]–[5]. From
an optimization point of view, distributing a large order into
smaller size orders over a certain time window to minimize
the execution cost [6], [7] corresponds to allocating total
power over different channels to achieve the capacity region
for parallel Gaussian broadcast channels [8], or to minimize
the J-divergence between the distributions of the detection
statistic in wireless sensor networks [9]. Actually, there are
more and more recent works showing the similarities between
the problems in financial engineering and signal processing,
see [10]–[13].
For the order execution problem, the market impact effect is

usually decomposed into a permanent component (caused by in-
formation leakage) and a temporary component (resulting from
trading demand) [1]. Due to the market impact, the order exe-
cution price may be substantially different from the prevailing
market price considered during portfolio construction. As pre-
vailing price, the arrival price when initiating the execution is
usually considered, namely the average between bid price (i.e.,
price at which a security is sold in the market) and ask price
(i.e., price at which a security is bought in the market). The dif-
ference between the arrival price and the price obtained for the
executed order represents the cost of execution, also known as
implementation shortfall [14].
Considerable efforts have been devoted in the literature to an-

alyzing the optimal order execution problem. For instance, Bert-
simas and Lo [2] consider minimization of the expected value
of the execution cost over a fixed time period, and propose a so-
lution based on trading at a constant rate. Almgren and Chriss
[6] extend the previous formulation by including the variance
of the execution cost as a measure of execution risk. In a similar
framework to [6], Huberman and Stanzl [15] study the case of
a time-dependent market impact parameterization.
In order to generalize the market impact function, Almgren

[16] analyzes the order execution problem with nonlinear
market impact functions. Later on, Almgren and Lorenz [17]
consider adding a drift term to the price dynamics and an-
alyze the effect of daily trading cycles. Moreover, negative
correlations arising from price movements and influencing the
trade rate are studied in [18]. Based on Almgren and Chriss’
framework, in [19] Gatheral and Schied consider a contin-
uous-time model with the underlying price process being a
geometric Brownian motion; they consider a time-averaged
value-at-risk (VaR) measure of risk. Finally, Obizhaeva and
Wang [20] provide a more specific framework which models
the bid and ask prices, and according to which the optimal
strategy depends on the dynamics of supply and demand. Apart
from the above analytical approaches, there also exists a Monte
Carlo numerical approach [21], where the expected execution
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cost and risk are approximated by their averages over a large
number of sample paths of noise.
However, it is well known that variance is not an appro-

priate risk measure when dealing with financial returns from
non-normal, negatively skewed, and leptokurtic distributions
[22]. Additionally, VaR is also known to have the limitations
of lacking subadditivity and not properly describing the losses
in the tail of concern [22]. In order to overcome the inadequacy
of variance or VaR, Conditional VaR (CVaR, also known in the
literature as Expected Shortfall, Expected Tail Loss, Tail Con-
ditional Expectation, and Tail VaR) has been proposed as an
alternative risk measurement [23] which has the desired prop-
erties e.g., convexity and coherence, [22], and thus has been
employed significantly in financial engineering, see [24]–[27]
for portfolio or risk management. Interestingly, such single side
risk measurement technique also has some applications in signal
processing recently, see [28], [29] for chance constrained com-
munication systems.
Another issue that always concerns is that the model param-

eters are not accurately estimated due to the noise hidden in the
data. To deal with that, a general approach is the robust opti-
mization: the model parameters rather than exact are assumed
to belong a small uncertainty region (e.g., box or ellipsoid) and
then a worst-case criterion is optimized over all the possible pa-
rameters in such small uncertainty region [30]. This approach
enjoys a great popularity in both signal processing and financial
engineering, see the robust beamforming design in signal pro-
cessing [31], [32] and the robust portfolio optimization in finan-
cial field [25], [33], [34]. Actually, a sensitivity analysis of the
market impact matrices in the price model under the mean-vari-
ance framework has been studied in [35], and it shows that the
optimal order execution strategy is sensitive to the noise inmany
cases. This indicates that the robust design counterparts for the
order execution problem are of high importance.
The CVaR was recently considered in the content of the order

execution in [7] for a single asset case with perfect parameter
estimation. Later in [36], for the multiple assets case, both the
mean-variance and the CVaR formulations with imperfect box-
type parameter uncertainty were studied.
We notice that there have been some newly published works

on the robust mean-variance order execution problem [37], and
on CVaR formulation of order execution [38]. Instead of directly
dealing with the robust minimax problem, [37] deals with an
alternative maximin to find the worst-case parameter first and
then find the optimal robust execution strategy. And in [38], a
Monte Carlo based CVaR formulation is adopted and it thus falls
in the approach similar to [21]. We need to point out that our
previous works [7], [36] and this current one were conducted
independently from [37], [38].
Our main contributions in the present paper are: i) we extend

the order execution problemwith the CVaR of the execution cost
as the risk measurement from single asset to multiple assets and
provide a highly efficient analytical solving approach; ii) we de-
rive robust design techniques suitable for both the mean-vari-
ance and the CVaR formulations that can still be solved effi-
ciently. We will see our robust CVaR approach outperforms all
the other ones. As a by product, we also extend the Monte Carlo
based CVaR formulation to its robust counterparts, and we nu-
merically show that the Monte Carlo based robust CVaR coun-
terparts are very slow and even not numerically reliable, while

Fig. 1. Illustrations of (a) trading trajectory and (b) price model.

our proposed analytical robust CVaR counterparts are always
efficiently tractable.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

The buy and the sell problems are similar to each other and
for the sake of notation we focus on the sell problem. Assume
we hold stocks with an initial price
with the number of assets to sell denoted by
and we want to completely execute them before time . As-
suming there is no short-selling, and the number of shares for
the stocks executed over the -th period is denoted as

, . We write the order ex-
ecution sequence as an -by- matrix

, such that , where is a -dimensional
vector having all entries equal to 1. We define such matrix as
an execution strategy. The number of remaining shares after the
-th period is , with , initial condition ,
and end condition . Then, is a trading
trajectory, and it evolves as shown in Fig. 1(a).

A. Price Model

We consider a model for the price dynamics taking into
account the market impact incurred when executing the
order. Specifically, the execution price in the -th period

is a random variable depending on past execu-
tions and also the current execution. In order to characterize
how it evolves over time, a number of different price models
have been proposed [2], [6], [15]. Here, we consider the price
model in [6] with both linear permanent and temporary market
impact components. More specifically, prices evolve, for

, as

(1)

(2)

where is a hidden variable denoting
the permanent impact prices with initial value ,

is the actual execution price,
is the random noise with all the ele-

ments being i.i.d. random variables with zero mean and unit
variance, is the volatility matrix, and and

are permanent and temporary, respectively, linear market
impact functions that take the form

(3)

(4)

In the above price model, the parameters , , and represent
the linear coefficient matrices of noise, permanent market im-
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pact, and temporary market impact. They are usually fixed and
calibrated in advance by using data about the bid-ask spread,
the volatility, and the daily trading volume. Similar to [6], we
assume that is positive definite1, and for sim-
plicity, we assume that the matrices and are both sym-
metric. Fig. 1(b) summarizes the price model.

B. Execution Cost

Let and . From the defi-
nition before, the execution cost, i.e., the implementation short-
fall, can be expressed as [14]

sell program
buy program.

(5)

Based on the above price model for a sell program, plugging
(1)–(4) into (5) and after some mathematical manipulations, we
obtain

(6)

where , and the mean and the variance are

(7)

(8)

Recall that is a function of : and .
Before we state different problem formulations, we need the

assumption that , as in [35]. This is practical
because usually the temporary market impact is much higher
than the permanent market impact in financial markets. Indeed,
the amount caused by the permanent impact is a relatively small
percentage of the pure cost component, and Kissell et al. esti-
mate it to be 5\% [39, pp. 182].
We point out that the sell program (e.g., and )

in this paper will not lose any generality and is also practical as
explained in the following remarks.
Remark 1: For both the buy program (e.g., and )

and the jointly buy and sell program (e.g., some rows of and
are for assets to buy and the other rows of and are
for assets to sell), it is not hard to show that, by introducing

a new execution strategy , where the diagonal
matrix with the -th diagonal element being 1 (or
) denoting -th asset for sell (or buy), the execution cost can

be expressed as

where , , , ,
and , and it has the same form as (6), Thus, the
analytical approach derived later in this paper still applies.
Remark 2: Since the order for execution is usually very large,

in practice, allowing buying for assets to sell or short-selling
for assets to buy will exposure the execution with more market
impact and cause more cost of transaction as well, and thus is
not beneficial.

1Because if , it means the temporary market impact of executing
in fact benefits the trading or at least loses nothing, which goes against the

goal of reducing the market impact.

C. Order Execution Problem Formulations

The optimal order execution problem solving for the trade-off
between the expected execution cost and the variance [6] can be
formulated as

(9)

where is a fixed parameter modeling a investor’s risk
aversion level. The larger the value of , the more risk averse
the investor ( means the investor is risk neutral). For
obvious reasons, such approach is commonly referred to in the
literature as themean-variance optimization approach. Note that
since , the problem is already convex.
In (9), the variance is taken as the risk measure, which is

a huge drawback as pointed out in the introduction. In order
to measure the risk properly, additional information about the
return distribution beyond the first two moments is required.
Defined as the conditional mean value of the execution cost

exceeding a particular percentile execution cost, the CVaR
takes into account higher moments and allows us to concentrate
on high cost realizations only. Specifically, given an execution
strategy , the CVaR of the execution cost at the confi-
dence level can be expressed as

(10)
where is the -quantile of :

(11)

We propose the use of the CVaR of the execution cost as risk
measure and aim to solve the following CVaR problem:

(12)

where is the static CVaR of the execution
cost over the multi-period before any trading.
Even though the CVaR is not time consistent [22], that is, the

orders solved at the beginning may not be optimal as orders are
executed and prices are observed, one can always reoptimize
the remaining execution orders using the same result obtained
in this paper. For simplicity, however, we do not consider reop-
timization in this paper.
At first glance, is hard to deal with

because it contains a conditional expectation exceeding a
threshold that is not fixed. In the following, we will analyze
how to handle and solve (12).

III. ORDER EXECUTION OPTIMIZATION

The mean-variance problem (9) is just a convex problem and
hence efficiently solvable. In this section, we will introduce how
to compute the CVaR of the execution cost efficiently or to find
some safe tractable convex approximation.
Following the approach in [23], we define an auxiliary func-

tion of as follows:

(13)
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where . Observe that (13) is convex with
respect to (w.r.t.) both and , since is convex quadratic
in , and additionally, we have [23]

(14)

Then, the original problem (12) can be more efficiently opti-
mized by using the property in (14). To that effect, notice that
we need to compute the expectation .

A. Sample Average Approximation

The sample average approximation (SAA) of the CVaR
problem (12) is

(15)

where is the -th realization of noise sampled from the dis-
tribution of ’s. As pointed out in [40] that although the SAA
method can provide an accurate execution strategy for a very
large number of realizations, such method is impaired by large
storage requirements and high computational complexity, espe-
cially when is large. Note that the approach in [38] falls in the
domain of this SAA approach and inherits the aforementioned
drawbacks to some degree.

B. Analytical Approach

To avoid the difficulties associated with the SAA approach,
we will derive an analytical approach that allows us to compute
the expectation and obtain an analytical expres-
sion of . First, we consider that follows the
standard normal distribution.
Lemma 1: If all the are i.i.d. and , and

, we have that (12) is equivalent to the convex problem:

(16)

where and is
the inverse Q-function.

Proof: Since all the are i.i.d. and , the ex-
ecution cost in (6) is also normal with mean and variance
given by (7) and (8) respectively. The rest of this proof follows
that of [7, Lemma 1].
Just for clarity of presentation, we call (16) the closed-form

CVaR problem. More generally, it is easy to check that the sum-
mation of independent elliptical random scalar variables is also
elliptically distributed [22], and the CVaR admits an expression
for elliptical distributions [41], the above explicit CVaR execu-
tion framework can be readily extended to cases where fol-
lows an elliptical distribution.
The elliptical distributions are only appropriate in situations

where returns are symmetric or not strongly asymmetric, but
fail to successfully model highly asymmetric, or equivalently,
skewed returns [22]. For such cases, admits

no explicit expression, and an alternative way to approach the
CVaR execution problem is to solve a safe tractable convex
approximation of instead. Here, by safe
tractable convex approximation we mean that the approxi-
mation is a computable convex expression that upper bounds

.
To begin with, we make the following technical assumption.
Assumption 1: The moment generating function of the

random variable , i.e., , is finite-valued
for all and can be computed efficiently.
Based on Assumption 1, we can derive a safe tractable

convex approximation, a so-called Bernstein’s approximation
of the previous problem. We remark that such approximation is
not short of practical relevance, since more realistic instances
of return distributions (e.g., normal-mixture distribution) sat-
isfy this assumption [22]. Moreover, even for other return
distributions not satisfying Assumption 1, interestingly enough
when properly discretized, the Bernstein’s approximation can
still be successfully applied, see [30], [42].
Proposition 1 (Bernstein’s Approximation): If all the are

i.i.d. and satisfy Assumption 1, and , a safe tractable
convex approximation of (12) is given by

(17)

where .
Proof: See Appendix A.

Note that with is the
perspective function of the convex log-sum-exp function

and thus is jointly convex in [43].
Given that , we are able to conclude that problem (17)
is convex.

C. Numerical Examples

To appreciate the derived analytical approach, e.g., problems
(16) and (17), we use some numerical examples to illustrate
that they are much more efficient than the SAA (15). All the
optimization problems are solved using the solver SeDuMi [44]
via CVX [45] in MATLAB on a PC with a 3.20 GHz i5-3470
CPU and 4 GB RAM. The SAA (15) is simulated with

realizations of noise.
1) Example 1: Suppose there are assets with initial

position , noise sources, and i.i.d. noise
. The parameter matrices are

(18)

(19)

Fig. 2 compares the proposed closed-form CVaR (16) and the
SAA (15) with and . Fig. 2(a) shows
that (16) is more efficient than (15): the CPU time decreases
from 5 ~ 15 s for (15) to 0.45 s for (16). The time reduction
actually is quite significant. Fig. 2(b) shows that the strategies
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Fig. 2. Results of Example 1 with normal noise.

provided by the twomethods perform virtually the same: the rel-
ative CVaR difference2 is of the order of . Here, the CVaR
of any strategy is computed via the closed-form CVaR expres-
sion in (16) and the strategy provided by solving (16) is taken
as the optimal benchmark strategy.
2) Example 2: Still use the settings in Example 1, however,

the noise now follows a mixture of two normal distributions

(21)

where , , , ,
, and . The distribution now is

non-normal, negatively shewed, and leptokurtic.
The moment generating function of distribution (21) is

and problem (17)
is already convex as we have shown in Proposition 1. To
solve it using the off-the-shelf solvers, we introduce the fol-
lowing piecewise linear (PWL) approximation technique on
log-sum-exp expression [46]

(22)

where is a
-term ( ) PWL function with and

for all , and is an error
bound satisfying . For example, when ,

and . For any given
, both and are pre-defined and for the details

please refer to [46]. Applying (22) on the log-sum-exp term
in (17) results in two approximations: the LHS (RHS) of (22)
provides the lower (upper respectively) bound, and the bound
gap is decreasing in .
Now, we compare the above two approximations (with names

PWL upper/lower) with the SAA (15) with . We find
that the PWL upper/lower are already accurate enough when

. To be more accurate, we set . Fig. 3(a)
shows that the proposed analytical approach reduces the com-
putation time from 5 ~ 15 s to around 0.3 ~ 0.7 s. Fig. 3(b) shows
the relative Bernstein differences of all the strategies against the
strategy provided by the PWL upper, where the Bernstein value
of any given strategy is computed byminimizing the PWL upper

2The relative difference is computed as

(20)

where is the criterion of a benchmark strategy, and
is the criterion of a strategy that we want to compare with the

benchmark strategy. In this paper, the criterion can be either (worst-case) CVaR
or (worst-case) Bernstein approximation value depending on the scenario.

Fig. 3. Results of Example 2 with non-normal noise.

with over . We can see that the relative dif-
ference is of the order of for SAA and for the PWL
lower.
Figs. 2 and 3 show that the proposed analytical approach is

more tractable than the Monte Carlo based SAA. In fact, as we
will explore later, for the more practical order execution with
parameter uncertainty considered, the SAA is much slower or
even not numerically reliable while our proposed analytical ap-
proach is always efficiently solvable.

IV. ROBUST ORDER EXECUTION OPTIMIZATION

In the above mentioned price model, the parameters are usu-
ally estimated from empirical data and thus contains some error.
Asmotivated in the introduction, using the estimated parameters
will not give the true optimal order execution strategy. There-
fore, it is natural and practical to consider the uncertainty in the
problem formulations. In this paper, we mainly consider two
kinds of uncertainty sets widely used in financial engineering
[30]:
• Box uncertainty set

(23)

• Sphere uncertainty set

(24)

and the notation without superscript denotes either a box
or sphere uncertainty set. Here, the price model contains three
parameters , and , and the uncertainty set of each of them
can be either a box or a sphere. Moreover, for matrix , we
assume for the box case and for the sphere
case, and add one more constraint for both cases. For
example, where is the

box uncertainty set for . Similar to the non-robust case, we
assume that and , .
Remark 3: For the single asset case, we use the lower case to

denote the parameters and their uncertainty sets as follows:

(25)

(26)

(27)

For both the mean-variance and the CVaR problems, the
worst-case robust counterparts are achieved by the corre-
sponding upper bounds, i.e., , , and , and
can be handled similarly to their non-robust cases in [7].
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TABLE I
SUMMARY ON ROBUST MEAN-VARIANCE PROBLEM FOR MULTIPLE ASSETS

In the following, we will deal with the robust mean-variance
problem and the robust CVaR problem sequentially.

A. Robust Mean-Variance Problem

We first find the worst-case mean and variance of the exe-
cution cost under different uncertainty sets, and then combine
them to obtain all possible robust counterparts.
1) Worst-Case Mean: According to (7), we have

(28)

(29)

where is -by- non-negative auxiliary matrix defined as
(recall that ). Under the assumption
, and , the worst-case

mean in (28) is the supremum of convex functions in indexed
by and , therefore it is also convex in . Next, we consider
the right-hand side of (29) term by term.
Lemma 2: When the uncertainty set for is a box :

(30)

Proof: Since and all the el-
ements of the matrix are non-negative, it is obvious that
the worst-case value is achieved by .
Lemma 3: When the uncertainty set for is a sphere :

(31)

Proof: See Appendix B.
Lemma 4: When the uncertainty set for is a box :

(32)

Proof: Note that is non-negative, so is . Then
the worst-case value is achieved by .
Lemma 5: When the uncertainty set for is a sphere :

(33)
Proof: The proof is similar to that of Lemma 3.

2) Worst-Case Variance: The worst-case variance is

(34)

Now, we consider different uncertainty sets .
Lemma 6: When the uncertainty set for is a box :

(35)
where ( ) is the -th column of matrix ( ).

Proof: See Appendix C.
Lemma 7: When the uncertainty set for is a sphere ,

the worst-case value (34) is given by the optimal value of the
following convex problem:

(36)

Proof: See Appendix D.
3) Summary: Since we have three parameters and each of

them has two kinds of uncertainty sets, thus we have eight robust
designs in total. In Table I we state two of them, and the other
six robust designs can be obtained similarly.

B. Robust CVaR Problem

In this section, we deal with the worst-case CVaR problem.
Since the execution cost is given in (6), and the CVaR is trans-
lation invariant [47], we have

(37)

(38)

As to the terms (37), we have handled it in Subsection IV-A.
In the following, we mainly focus on the second term (38). For
the multiple assets case, generally, it is not easy to compute the
worst-case CVaR except one special case.
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Lemma 8: When the uncertainty set for is a box and
, the worst-case CVaR term (38) is

(39)

Proof: See Appendix E.
To robustify the analytical CVaR problem, we first deal with

the normal noise. Before we proceed, we state one result that
if all the are i.i.d. and , for any , we
always have

(40)

The above result can be directly obtained from Lemma 1.
Lemma 9: If all the are i.i.d. and , and

, then when

(41)

and when

(42)

where can be any matrix such that

.

Proof: When , combining Lemma 8 and relationship
(40), we directly have (41). And when , if satisfies

, it can be readily seen that for

any , we have .
According to relationship (40), we have

Lemma 10: If all the are i.i.d. and follow the standard
normal distribution, and , the worst-case CVaR term

(38) is bounded by .

Proof: For any , we have

Then according to relationship (40), we have

Note that the above normal distribution can be extended to
the elliptical distributions as explained before in Section III-B.

However, as for the more general non-normal noise, the situ-
ation becomes more complicated and thus we need to consider
case by case. For the case , and , we already
know that the worst-case CVaR is achieved by , then we can
obtain the Bernstein’s approximation of the worst-case CVaR
by simply changing the in Proposition 1 to .
For other uncertainty sets, the main idea is to obtain the worst-

case Bernstein’s approximation or safer approximation.
Following Proposition 1, it is easy to obtain the upper bound

Bernstein’s approximation of the CVaR in (38):

(43)

Then the worst-case CVaR in (38) can be bounded up as

(44)

Next, we will mainly focus on the upper bound (44).
Lemma 11: If all the are i.i.d. and satisfy Assumption 1,

and where , a safe approximation for (44) is

(45)

Proof: See Appendix F.
Before moving to worst-case CVaR under a sphere uncer-

tainty set for , i.e.,

(46)

let us introduce some useful definitions. First, we define the fol-
lowing -norm and -norm balls:

(47)

(48)

where and . Note that since the size of matrix is
-by- , the size of vector is . For different values
and , we are interested in the polyhedral intersection sets of
and . Different intersection sets , , and and

the corresponding vertices sets , , and are defined in
Table II.
Interestingly, we have the following relationships:

(49)

and when

(50)
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TABLE II
NOTATIONS FOR INTERSECTION SETS OF AND

Fig. 4. Approximate the sphere with different polyhedrons: black solid,
; red dash-dot, ; blue dot, .

Fig. 4 shows the case . We can clearly observe the
above relationships (49) and (50). Now, we proceed to consid-
ering the sphere uncertainty set.
Lemma 12: If all the are i.i.d. and satisfy Assumption 1,

and when the uncertainty set for is the sphere , we can find
three approximations for (44):
1) upper bound approximation

(51)
2) lower bound approximation

(52)
3) non-safe approximation

(53)
And (53) always performs between (51) and (52) for .

Proof: See Appendix G.
In fact, the idea of Lemma 12 is to approximate the sphere

with polyhedrons, i.e., , , and , with different tight-
ness. Since it is easy to verify that the objective function in (44)
is convex in , the inner maximum value must be achieved by
some vertices. Interestingly and fortunately, we found that each

of , , and has vertices in closed-form,
which means all the above approximations (51)–(53) are effi-
ciently computable even when the numbers of assets and
market noise sources are not small.
1) Summary: Table III summarizes the robust CVaR designs

under different uncertainty sets of .
Remark 4: Note that we have focused only on the uncertainty

for in this subsection. As mentioned at the beginning, the
analysis of the uncertainty for other two parameters, i.e., and
, have been studied in Section IV-A, and then the robust CVaR

designs under different combinations of uncertainty sets of ,
, and can be directly obtained by combining Tables I and

III.

C. Robust Sample Average Approximation

As a by product, we can also derive the robust counterparts
for the SAA problem (15):

(54)

where is the -th realization of noise. It is quite straightfor-
ward to apply the techniques derived in Sections IV-A and IV-B
to find some equivalent problems or approximations of the ro-
bust SAA (54), and thus they are omitted.

D. Numerical Examples Revisited

We revisit Examples 1 and 2 in Section III-C, how-
ever, with parameter uncertainty considered. For sim-
plicity, let us only consider one uncertainty set:

where is the value as
defined in (18) and .
Fig. 5 shows the results of Example 1. Fig. 5(a) shows that the

CPU time reduces from 100 ~ 600 s to less than 0.45 s, which
is very significant. Comparing Fig. 5(a) with Fig. 1(a), clearly
we can see that the robust SAA is much more computationally
costly while the robust counterpart of the proposed approach is
still efficiently solvable. Fig. 5(b) shows that the robust closed-
form CVaR and the robust SAA provides strategies that perform
almost the same since the relative worst-case CVaR difference
is of the order of .
Fig. 6 shows the results of Example 2. Still, the PWL upper/

lower approximation with are accurate enough, and
basically we can observe similar patterns as Fig. 5.
Figs. 2, 3, 5 and 6 together clearly illustrate that the proposed

analytical approach provides the strategies performing similarly
as that of the SAA, however, it is much more efficiently com-
putable especially when there exists uncertainty in the model
parameters. Actually, when more complicated uncertainty sets
are considered, the SAA tends to run into numerical problems
and thus not numerically reliable.

V. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

In this section, we first explore Example 1 and 2, and
then study the performance when number of assets changes.
Since we have shown that the proposed analytical approach
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TABLE III
SUMMARY ON ROBUST CVAR PROBLEM – MULTIPLE ASSETS CASE. NORMAL RETURNS: PROBLEMS I-III, NON-NORMAL RETURNS: PROBLEMS IV-VIII

Fig. 5. Results of Example 1 with normal noise and uncertainty in .

Fig. 6. Results of Example 2 with non-normal noise and uncertainty in .

is more efficient and numerically reliable than the SAA, we
simulate only the analytical approach for simplicity. For com-
parison, we also simulate the mean-variance approach with

.
We use the relative worst-case CVaR (or Bernstein) differ-

ences to compare different strategies. For any given strategy, the

worst-case CVaR (or safe Bernstein) value is simply computed
as the worst-case closed-form CVaR (or safe Bernstein approx-
imation, i.e., the PWL upper with ) expression. The
strategy obtained by minimizing the worst-case closed-form
CVaR (or safe Bernstein approximation) is taken as the optimal
benchmark strategy (e.g., see the red solid lines with value zero
in the subfigures of Figs. 7 and 9).

A. More Simulations for Examples 1 and 2

1) Performance Under Uncertainty: We first simulate Ex-
ample 1 with normal noise and Example 2 with non-normal
noise to compare different methods under different scenarios in
terms of the worst-case CVaR or Bernstein value differences.
Fig. 7(a) (or Fig. 7(e)) shows the relative worst-case

CVaR (or Bernstein value) difference versus execution pe-
riod with fixed , and the only uncertainty set is

where is the value
as defined in (19) and . We can have two
observations from Fig. 7(a) and (e).
First, the robust designs do outperform the nominal ones. For

instance, for normal noise, when , the robust Bernstein
approximation outperforms the corresponding nominal one by
about 5% (Note that any percent reduction is extremely valuable
for brokers). Second, the proposed analytical approach outper-
forms the mean-variance approach. In the normal case, there
must be a specific for which the mean-variance formulation
is equivalent to the closed-form CVaR formulation with fixed ;
however, there is no efficient method to find such . Fig. 7(a)
shows the optimal should be close to for the closed-
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Fig. 7. Naive strategies versus robust strategies: (a)-(d) are for normal noise;
(e)-(h) are for non-normal noise.

form CVaR with . In the non-normal case, Fig. 7(e)
shows that the proposed analytical approach outperforms the
mean-variance approach more significantly.
Fig. 7(b) (or Fig. 7(f)) shows the relative worst-case CVaR (or

Bernstein value) difference versus the confidence level with
fixed , and the same uncertainty set of is considered as
Fig. 7(a). The aforementioned observations hold.
Fig. 7(c) (or Fig. 7(g)) shows the relative worst-case CVaR

(or Bernstein value)) difference versus the uncertainty set size
of with where is
the value as defined in (18) and changes from 0.02
to 0.6. Here, we assume no uncertainty in other parameters and
set and . From Fig. 7(c) and (g), we can see that

Fig. 8. Order execution of Example 1 for : benchmark order
, smaller order , and larger order .

the analytical CVaR is relatively more sensitive to parameter
than the mean-variance problem.
Fig. 7(d) (or Fig. 7(h)) shows the relative worst-case CVaR

(or Bernstein value) difference versus the uncertainty set size
of with where
is the value as defined in (19) and changes from
0.02 to 0.6. No uncertainty in other parameters and
and . Fig. 7(d) and (h) show that the mean-variance ap-
proach is relatively more sensitive to the parameter . One in-
teresting observation from Fig. 7(h) is that, the proposed ana-
lytical approach does outperform the mean-variance approach
significantly when there exists uncertainty in .
2) How Does the CVaR Shape the Order Execution Strate-

gies?: Recall that the used initial order size is ,
and we observed that the mean-variance problem with

performs closely to the CVaR with .
Fig. 8 shows the normalized order execution strategies of

Example 1 with different initial order sizes with
and and no uncertainty considered. We find that the
mean-variance approach with fixed gives the same
normalized execution order strategy no matter what the initial
order size is. While, the proposed CVaR approach executes the
smaller order faster to reduce the risk of not completing the
execution, and spread the larger order more to avoid the huge
market impact caused by one single large order. Another inter-
esting observation is that the asset 2 is executed faster than asset
1 because it has smaller market impact (see (18)) and thus more
liquid. The results show that the proposed CVaR approach can
adjust the execution strategies depending on the initial order
size but the mean-variance approach cannot. Thus, the single
side risk measurement CVaR may be more appropriate than the
variance for the order execution problem.

B. Simulations With More Assets

Now, we simulate the order execution with more multiple as-
sets and more different types of uncertainty sets. We randomly
generate the positive definite matrix with the diagonal ele-
ments mainly being of the order , and set .
As to the volatility matrix , we set it to be square and posi-
tive semidefinite and randomly generate it with the diagonal el-
ements mainly being of the order . To explore more types of
uncertainty, we consider the box-type uncertainty for :

where matrix
takes the absolute value of elementwisely. The number of
assets changes from 4 and 14, , and the noise
follows the same distribution as Example 2.
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Fig. 9. Performance versus the number of assets with .

Fig. 9 clearly shows that the robust CVaR approach outper-
forms all other methods. And similar to Section V-A2, we can
also observe that the mean-variance approach cannot adjust the
strategies depending on the number of assets efficiently, how-
ever, the proposed CVaR approach can overcome this drawback
and thus is more appropriate for order execution.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The application of the CVaR of the execution cost as riskmea-
sure in the order execution problem allows to measure the risk
of different return distributions more properly by considering
the losses in the tail of concern. For multiple-asset case, we
derive a closed-form CVaR formulation for normal noise dis-
tributions and a Bernstein’s-type approximation for some non-
normal noise distributions. More importantly, we derive the ro-
bust designs for both mean-variance and CVaR problems and
find their equivalent convex formulations or safe convex ap-
proximations under different kinds of uncertainty sets. The sim-
ulation results show that, in terms of the worst-case CVaR or
Bernstein differences, the proposed analytical CVaR approach
provides optimal strategies outperform than that of the mean-
variance approach, and their robust counterparts outperform the
nominal ones under different types of uncertainty sets. Apart
from that, the numerical examples also illustrate that the pro-
posed analytical approach is much more numerically efficient
than the Monte Carlo based SAA approach especially when
there exists uncertainty in the price model parameters.

APPENDIX

A. Proof of Proposition 1

Rewrite (12) into its epigraph form:

(55)

For any feasible pair , due to the translation-equivariant
property of the CVaR [47], [48], the CVaR inequality constraint
in (55) can be rewritten as

(56)

By the property in (14), obviously, (56) equals to

(57)

Since , to ensure that (57) holds,
must be non-negative; then, an equivalent condition for (57)

holding is

(58)

which is further equivalent to

(59)

Since , then a sufficient condition for
(59) to hold is

(60)

or equivalently,

(61)

since is a strictly increasing function. One step further,
since , (61) is equal to

(62)

Plugging (6) into (62), we have (63), shown at the bottom of the
page.
Replacing the CVaR inequality in (55) with (63), we obtain

a epigraph form safe approximation of problem (55). Rewriting

(63)
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the obtained epigraph form approximation into its standard form
simply results in the Bernstein approximation (17).

B. Proof of Lemma 3

The uncertainty set for is the sphere case, i.e.,
where

. For the moment, relaxing the positive definite con-
straint, by the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, we have

(64)

where and the equality holds when .

Obviously, , so the worst-case value is given by
(64).

C. Proof of Lemma 6

The worst-case variance can be rewritten as follows,

(65)

Because is non-negative, then we have
, hence

(66)

and then an upper bound for (65) can be (35).

D. Proof of Lemma 7

The worst-case variance is the (nonconvex) problem

(67)

The dual problem is

(68)

where is the pseudo-inverse of .
Applying Schur complements, problem (68) equals to

(69)

It is readily to see the first constraint contains the second one,
and it can be rewritten as

(70)

Applying Schur complements to (70), problem (69) then
is equivalent to (36) in Lemma 7. Since problem (67) has
quadratic objective and only one quadratic inequality con-
straint, and is a strictly feasible solution, we can
conclude that the strong duality holds [43, pp. 229], and thus
the dual problem (36) just gives the primal optimal value.

E. Proof of Lemma 8

Before we begin the proof, we state one auxiliary re-
sult. Given independent random variables with zero mean
, , denote , where

, and . For
any given and , it can be readily seen that,
compared to , is spreading the probabilities without
changing the mean, that is, is a mean-preserving spread
of . This means dominates in sense of second-order
descending stochastic dominance for risk seekers and is
denoted as [49, Ch. 8, 9]. Then, using the rela-
tionship and due to [48, Proposition 2], we have

and and
. Furthermore, since , we conclude that

(71)
Similarly, given the term

, since is non-negative,

and , all the terms are non-negative
and the maximums are achieved simultaneously at .
According to (71), we obtain (39).

F. Proof of Lemma 11

For (44), we have

(72)
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When , for each inner maximization term in (72):

(73)

Combining (72) and (73) results in (45).

G. Proof of Lemma 12

Define the function

Since , it is obvious that is a log-sum-exp type
function w.r.t. and thus convex in [43]. When maximizing
a convex function over a polyhedron, one of the vertices must be
an optimal solution [50], then we have

.
Then, according to relationship (49), we must have

which is equivalent to

Obviously, the above relationships hold for any given
, and we get the upper bound approximation

(51) and lower bound approximation (52) for (44).
When , based on relationship (50), similar to the

above derivation, for any given we must have

which means (53) is a non-safe approximation for (44) and al-
ways performs between approximations (51) and (52).
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